So it comes as no surprise to me that cancer cells are the formidable adversaries that they are. They, too, are the local end-point of a trail of survival and adaptation. But this trail leads in a different direction, into a shadowland where the landmarks are at once familiar and foreign. The cells traveling this road use all of the mechanisms that normal cells have so tortuously put in place over evolutionary time but to their own insidious ends. In essence, the cancer cell takes all the rules, then coopts and re-writes them. Sid Mukherjee correctly regards cancer as a parallel species, a mirror image of ourselves. And nowhere is this more clearly seen than at the molecular level in which genes shaped over billions of years to regulate and moderate cellular growth are altered by mutation and co-opted in cancer cells to promote unbridled cellular division. Genes that have been trained to respond to specific internal signals and politely usher the cell toward death are now oblivious to those signals imbuing cancer cells with an unnatural eternal life. Even more sinister perhaps is the ability of cancer cells to escape all but the most heroic attempts to kill them from without by employing the very same redundancies and back-up systems through which life itself has adapted and survived in even the harshest and most alien of environments. Thus, as Mukherjee asserts, cancer is an organism "perhaps more adapted to survival than even we are."
It is here that I now come, to try and understand these cells, this parallel species. I have, however, a powerful ally, and that ally is the perspective of an evolutionary biologist. No process exists in a vacuum, no phenomenon without context. My steel girders are evolutionary biology, transported to a new location, placed in a new milieu and re-purposed. Thus, cancer is mysterious but not a mystery, a different species but not completely alien, re-writing existing, understandable rules but not creating new ones from whole cloth. It is because of this that we have a chance, we might just win.
